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Product Application Instructions - Carlack Wheel and Rim Cleaner 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Carlack Wheel and Rim Cleaner has been formulated to clean brake dust 
deposits from alloy wheels. While specially designed for European cars, 
Carlack Wheel and Rim Cleaner can be used on all vehicles and wheel 
types. 
 
 
Carlack Wheel and Rim Cleaner helps keep your wheels clean by leaving 
a thin film barrier on the rim that builds up over repeated use. This thin film 
barrier helps in preventing brake dust sticking to the rim therefore making 
the rim easier to clean next time. 
 
 
Carlack Wheel and Rim Cleaner is clear coat safe and on most rims is 
spray on, let sit and then hose off. 
 

 
Note: As this product is removing brake dust, staining may occur to the area the 

vehicle is standing on. Wetting the surface the vehicle stands on (but not the 
wheel) may reduce surface contamination caused by brake dust removal. 

 
Step 1.  
 
Spray Carlack Wheel and Rim Cleaner directly to the dry wheel. Cover the wheel evenly and allow 
to sit. The product will change from clear, to purple and then to black during the cleaning process. 
 
Step 2.  
 
Allow Carlack Wheel and Rim Cleaner to remain in the rim for 5 minutes. If required, using a stiff 
bristle paint brush or a rim cleaning brush, work the product into harder to reach (spokes, wheel nut 
recesses) or heavily contaminated areas of the rim. Once done, wash off the product with a strong  
hose spray or pressure washer if available. Once the product is removed sponge over the wheel 
with car wash to remove residue. 
  
On extremely contaminated wheels a second application may be required. Our experience is that 
with repeated applications the rims become easier to clean, usually with just car was and a sponge, 
during the normal car wash procedure. After repeated initial use our customers are reporting of 
using Carlack Wheel and Rim Cleaner every second to third car wash. 
 
The Carlack Car Care range also offers paint care and glass care products and interior cleaning 
products including Carlack Leather Cream and Carlack Carissma Interior Fragrance. 
 

For more information on other Carlack products go to our website –  
 

www.carlackproducts.com.au  
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